Is Your Pet’s Move Worrying You?
What Others Are Saying About Their
Relocation this Summer
“I was very apprehensive of Sophie's travel. As a feline, a bad experience
would stay with her for a long time. Even though she is quite even tempered,
a international flight is tough for any animal. She arrived to my new home in
Switzerland, relaxed and at ease. She was alert and curious about her surroundings but very comfortable. This could only be as a result of the good care she
received in the transport. A big thank you! to all WorldCare Pet people who
were involved in her move." C.T.

"We have moved 11 times, around the world from the US to Germany then to
China and now back to the US, and this has been the best experience and
service we have received. The continual communication and updates were
extraordinary. This was definitely an extraordinary customer experience." G.S.

"We have had lots of problems and worries overall with our relocation BUT we
have worried zero about our most precious cargo, our dogs, because
WorldCare Pet . . . did such a great job with them and we felt completely
confident in the arrangements and care for our dogs."
J.M.

"Thank you for a truly perfect service! We were given the feeling that our pet is in
good hands from the first contact on. That did not change one bit throughout the
complete process. Even when an airline strike provided extra troubles in the last
moment. World Care Pet solved this on the spot and kept us informed. It does
not get more professional and caring than this." M.F.

"Every person along the way treated my pets as if they were their own. Moving
pets is complicated and stressful but your company eased my anxiety. You made
the impossible possible." E.G.

"This is the second time I've used WorldCare Pet . . . My dog's move was a
complicated one because of his medical condition but (my pet relocation
counselor) and her team took extraordinary care of him and he got through
a 28 hour trip without any issues. I would use World Care Pet again in a
heartbeat!" H.C-F.

"WorldCare Pet provided us with excellent service in the relocation of our two
cats from London to New York. A move across an ocean is a big deal for anyone
let alone our little furry friends and (our counselor) & her team clearly went
through all the stages of the move so we knew exactly what to expect. We were
kept updated and fully informed throughout the whole process and having the
door to door service is totally worth the money. I would definitely recommend
using this service and would use them again if we were to move again." S. O.

